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Tips for Reducing Warehouse Supply Chain Challenges
Forbes.com, By Carsten Funke, Forbes Councils Member, Feb 23, 2022

Vertical Storage & Space Video

High Tech, High Density Controlled Storage
Hänel vertical storage units increase eﬃciency, reduce errors and optimize floor space in your warehouse and
distribution facility. Units range from single- to multi-floor systems that can link multiple departments together.
Hänel high density storage itself uses advanced technology, but their products may also include some specialized
high tech solutions.
Hänel Rotomat® and Lean-Lift® applications oﬀer solutions for storage in specialized environments such as cold
temperatures and antistatic, air-controlled, ESD-protected environments by using Hänel’s specialized
ClimateStore® or CleanStore® technology. And for more eﬃcient pick and pack processing, Hänel oﬀers a high
tech voice-activated system.
Hänel’s ClimateStore®
Cold stores or heated storage systems (e.g., for drying components)
Ideal for chemical, pharmaceutical, mechanical engineering, & motor manufacturing industries
CleanStore®
Double-wall technology combined with ventilation systems
Low-particle clean-rooms
Ideal for electronics and semiconductor industry as well as medical engineering
Pick-by-Voice with Hänel Lean-Lift®
Instructions communicated per headset guide employee to correct access point
Hänel Pick-o-Light®-Vario uses a light dot to mark exact location of requisite item
After retrieval, employee confirms pick with voice input
No manual input keeps hands free for packing
Several orders in one job can be picked at the same time
Kraftwerks has used Hänel products in numerous applications across numerous industries and budget sizes —
ask us how a Hänel product can change your workplace.

Hänel Lean-Lift Case Study Video

See how Kraftwerks can help

Shelves vs. Drawers…or Both
Storing an inventory of diﬀerent sizes and shapes can be challenging. If inventory is organized and stored in a
numerically sequenced manner, and that inventory includes a mix of small and large products, valuable storage
space is likely being lost. Smaller inventory is better suited to drawers and larger inventory is better suited to
shelving. Storing like-sized parts together is much more eﬃcient but may not seem possible. However, deciding
on shelving versus drawers to store inventory doesn’t have to be an either/or decision.
Rousseau Metal shelving and modular drawers are adaptable solutions that work. Their Spider® shelving and
mini-racking are designed to be modular, scalable, and customizable. By combining shelving and drawers
together, you can manage storage of products of diﬀerent sizes in very close proximity. And drawer banks can be
easily added to shelving to accommodate changes in inventory.
Drawers have other benefits. Certain inventory may have specialized storage needs (such as for security or safety
reasons) and drawer banks can be locked. Moveable dividers in drawers can help with rotation of time-sensitive
stock.
Rousseau’s heavy-duty drawers can accommodate capacities of up to 400 pounds per drawer and carry a
lifetime warranty on the sliding mechanisms. Units fit together easily to form complete systems, are designed to
accept a wide range of accessories, and will create an easy and eﬃcient organization system.

Rousseau Configurator

See how Kraftwerks can help

Choosing the Right Racking
Husky Rack & Wire’s Invincible Rack is scalable and versatile, with industry-standard features, making it a great
choice whether you’re building new or adding to existing racking.
Industry standard teardrop beam attachments with two adjacent teardrop punches on 2” centers
(compatible with other teardrop pallet racks)
Bowlock® safety clips
Build up to 46 ft. high (without splicing)
Capable of storing a range of inventory from small items to heavy pallets
Made with 100% U.S. steel
Range of colors available (orange & green is standard)
Wire Deck Rack
U.S. made, 6-gauge galvanized wire
2”x4” wire pattern with 14-gauge galvanized steel channels
Easy drop-in installation for step beams
Manufactured in-house (saves on freight shipping)
Approved in facilities with sprinkler systems
Other Rack Options
Cable reel
Lynx style (double slotted)
Reliable (keystone punch-style posts)
Additional Safety Options
Rack Guards or Aisle Shields
Pallet Beam Stop

Husky Rack & Wire Video

How can Kraftwerks help?

Did you know...Kraftwerks can do GSA/OSG contracts?
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